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The dynamics of the F1HD reaction has been studied by means of quasiclassical trajectory
calculations on an ab initio potential energy surface ~PES! at several collision energies. At the
collision energy of 85.9 meV and for the DF1H isotopic channel of the reaction, there is a
remarkable agreement between calculated and experimental results, in both the center of mass ~c.m.!
differential cross sections ~DCS! and in the simulation of the laboratory ~LAB! time of flight ~TOF!
and angular distributions ~AD!. The good agreement also extends to the lower collision energy of
58.6 meV for this channel of the reaction. In contrast, the simulation of the LAB angular
distributions for the HF1D channel shows strong discrepancies between theory and experiment at
both collision energies, which can be traced back to the absence of a forward peak in the calculated
c.m. DCS for HF(v853). Simulations made from QCT calculations on other PES with important
HF(v853) forward scattering contributions also fail to reproduce the overall AD. The theoretical
findings and especially the roles of translational energy and initial rotational momentum on the
dynamics of this reaction are discussed in terms of the topology of the PES through the analysis of
individual trajectories. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, decisive progresses, both experimental
and theoretical, have been made towards a precise knowl-
edge of the F1H2!HF1H reactive system. This reaction
has been for decades a prototype in the field of molecular
dynamics and has played a key role in most studies about the
influence of quantum mechanical resonances in reactive scat-
tering. Exact quantum mechanical ~QM!, quasiclassical tra-
jectory ~QCT! and semiclassical calculations of the collinear
reaction probability for the F1H2!HF1H and its isotopic
analogs, resolved into the products’ vibrational states, were
performed by Schatz, Bowman and Kuppermann1–3 on the
Muckerman 5 ~M5!4 potential energy surface ~PES! in the
early seventies. These calculations revealed the presence of
large quantum effects that were associated with scattering
resonances.1–7 The mentioned resonance effects were mani-
fest as maxima in the collinear reaction probability as a func-
tion of collision energy ~ET) for the processes leading from
ground state molecular reactants to HF(v852) and DF
(v853). Other collinear QM calculations showed that the
resonance structure was strongly dependent on the PES.8 The
possible survival of resonance effects in accurate three di-
mensional ~3D! quantum mechanical calculations remained
an open question at the time, but approximate 3D QM cal-9248 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (23), 15 June 1995 0021-9606/95
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in the energy evolution of the reaction probability or cross
section.
Experimentally, the F1H2 reaction was intensively stud-
ied during the sixties and seventies by several
techniques.12–15 Of particular interest for the detailed dy-
namical calculations commented on above, were the molecu-
lar beam experiments performed by the group of Lee.14,15
One of these experiments15 showed that the center of mass
~c.m.! differential cross section ~DCS! for the production of
HF(v852) changed from backward peaked ~the backward
direction being the opposite to that of the incoming atom!, at
a collision energy of ET50.09 eV, to slightly sideways
peaked at ET50.14 eV. With the experimental data then
available, the scattering into the rest of the HF vibrational
levels remained essentially backward. A tendency of the
DCS for HF(v852) towards sideways or forward peaking
with increasing ET was obtained in approximate 3D quantum
mechanical calculations performed on the M5 PES.10,16–20 A
possible resonance in reactive scattering should lead to a
broadening of the DCS due to the formation of a short-lived
complex and this was the interpretation favored,10,16–19 al-
though it was not unanimously established20 in the theoreti-
cal analysis of the HF(v852) sidewards scattering at
ET'0.14 eV.
A major breakthrough in the study of the prototypic
F1H2 reactive system was achieved in the famous high reso-/102(23)/9248/15/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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workers in 1985.21,22 The most interesting dynamical feature
disclosed by these measurements was the appearance of for-
ward peaks in the c.m. DCS for the scattering of HF
(v853) from the F1H2 reactive encounters in the collision
energy range between 0.08 and 0.15 eV. A smaller forward
peak was also observed for the scattering of DF(v854) from
F1D2 at ET50.144 eV. For the rest of the vibrational states
of HF and DF, the scattering was predominantly in the back-
ward direction. In spite of the fact that at the time of the
measurements no theoretical calculation neither classical23–25
nor quantum mechanical10,16,18–20,23 on any of the existing
surfaces and, most notably, on the widely used and strongly
collinear M5 PES, could reproduce the state selective for-
ward peaks observed in the experiments, these newly discov-
ered features were again regarded as the most promising evi-
dence of a quantum mechanical resonance in reactive
scattering, unlikely to be explained by classical mechanics
considerations.21,22 The discrepancies between experiment
and theory were attributed to failures of the PES.
The construction of new empirical26 and semiempirical
PES27–30 allowed the qualitative reproduction of the DCS
forward peaks in dynamical calculations, both quantum
mechanical30–32 and classical.26,33–36 After these works, it be-
came generally accepted that the relevant PES for this reac-
tion has a bent transition state and a comparatively flat an-
gular barrier to reaction. Nevertheless, the mentioned
dynamical calculations on the new surfaces led to disagree-
ments with other well established experimental results, such
as product states distributions,12,13,21,22 reaction rate
constants37–39 or photoelectron spectra.40–43 Moreover, the
fact that the DCS state selective forward peaks also appear in
the quasiclassical trajectory results cast serious doubts on
their interpretation as a manifestation of QM scattering reso-
nances.
Recently, a new and totally ab initio PES for this reac-
tion has been constructed by Stark and Werner ~SW!.44–46
Accurate QM calculations performed using this surface
could account for the electron photodetachment spectra of
the FH2
2 ion obtained by Neumark and co-workers.47 These
experiments sample basically the transition state region of
the potential energy surface. The asymptotic properties of
reactive scattering on this PES have also been investigated.
QCT calculations on the SW PES45,48 have revealed substan-
tial accordance with the experimentally deduced CM differ-
ential cross sections and with the product state distributions
reported by Lee and coworkers for F1H2 and F1D2
reactions,21,22 as well as with the recent and higher resolution
data of Faubel et al. about F1D2.49 In particular, the ten-
dency from backwards to sideways peaking of HF(v852)
scattering with increasing ET and the state selective forward
peaks in the DCS of HF(v853) and DF(v854), which had
been succesively attributed to QM resonances, are obtained
in these classical calculations. Although some discrepancies
still persist, the results of the mentioned QCT calculations on
the SW PES provide the best global description to date of the
experimental findings about the dynamics of this reaction.
A noteworthy difference between the experimentally de-
duced DCS for F1H2 and those from QCT on the SW sur-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractface lies in the size of the forward peaks, the theoretical ones
being smaller.45 Accurate QM calculations presently per-
formed by Manolopoulos et al .50 show that the forward
peaks are substantially increased in the quantum calcula-
tions. This is also indicated by the comparison of QCT and
exact QM differential cross sections for F1H2( j50, 1) on
the semiempirical 6SEC PES.30,35 In this case, the classical
forward peak was much enhanced in the quantal calculation.
The accordance between the QCT calculations on the SW
PES and the experimental data is, however, better for the
F1D2 isotopic variant of the reaction.48 In this case, the
forward peaks deduced from the experiment are satisfactorily
reproduced and it is possible to simulate the recent high reso-
lution time of flight ~TOF! spectra49 directly with the theo-
retical results.
In view of this situation, a theoretical investigation of the
F1HD reaction, for which cross-beam measurements are
also available, seems now timely. From a dynamical point of
view, this isotopic variant is the richest one since the attack
of the fluorine atom to the two distinct ends of the molecule
samples different regions of the PES and provides thus a
more stringent test for a theoretical approach than the sym-
metric F1H2 and F1D2 reactions. Taking that into account,
we have performed extensive QCT calculations of the dy-
namics of the F1HD reaction on the SW PES for the range
of experimental conditions of the molecular beam experi-
ments of Neumark et al. The calculations include state re-
solved integral and differential cross sections and reaction
probabilities as a function of impact parameter for the two
isotopic output channels. In order to compare more precisely
with the measurements, we have undertaken the full simula-
tion of the primary experimental data, i.e., angular distribu-
tions and time of flight spectra in the laboratory frame. The
QCT results are analyzed in terms of the characteristics of
the potential energy surface.
II. METHOD
The general method of calculation of quasiclassical tra-
jectories is the same one as used in previous works. It is
described more extensively in Refs. 51 and 52 and only the
particular details relevant to the present work will be given
here.
The calculations on the ab initio SW potential energy
surface have been performed for the F1HD (v50, j50,1)
reaction at collision energies of 58.6 meV ~1.35 kcal mol21!
and 85.9 meV ~1.98 kcal mol21), corresponding to average
collision energies of the molecular beam experiments of
Neumark et al . ,22 and at the collision energy of 148 meV
~3.42 kcal mol21). Batches of about 50 000 to 60 000 trajec-
tories have been calculated at each energy and initial rota-
tional quantum number j . In addition, batches of 24 000 and
60 000 trajectories have been calculated for the title reaction
at 85.9 meV and initial j50 on the 6SEC PES of Truhlar and
co-workers30 and on the empirical Takayanagi and Sato ~T-S!
PES,26 respectively, to compare with the results on the SW
PES.
The initial rovibrational energies of the HD molecule are
calculated using a Dunhan expansion containing 16
terms53–55 @fifth power in v1~1/2! and third power in j( j, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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classical HF ~DF! molecule rotational angular momentum is
equated to @ j8( j811)#1/2\ . With the ~real! j8 value so ob-
tained, the vibrational quantum number v8 is found by equat-
ing the internal energy of the outgoing molecule to the cor-
responding rovibrational Dunham expansion.53 The values of
v8 and j8 found in this way are then rounded to the nearest
integer.
The vibrationally state resolved differential cross sec-
tions, d2s/dv , were calculated by the method of moments
expansion in Legendre polynomials ~see Refs. 52, 56, and
57!. The Smirnov–Kolmogorov test comparing the cumula-
tive probability distributions was used to decide when to
truncate the series. Significance levels higher than 95% could
be achieved using 8–12 Legendre moments, ensuring a very
good convergence such that the inclusion of more terms does
not produce any significant change. Special care was paid to
the analysis of particular structures in the differential cross
sections which remain unaffected when the number of Leg-
endre moments are changed in 62. The error bars, calculated
as in Ref. 52, correspond to plus/minus one standard devia-
tion. The reaction probabilities as a function of the impact
parameter ~opacity functions! were also calculated using the
method of moments expansion in Legendre polynomials as
described in Ref. 52. The assumed correspondence between
the orbital angular momentum quantum number, l , and the
impact parameter, b , is l(l11)\252mETb2, where m is the
reagents reduced mass and ET the collision energy.
Angle-velocity contour polar maps are derived from the
full v8, j8 state resolved differential cross sections,
d2s(v8, j8)/dv . Since the measurements could not resolve
the rotational structure, to make the calculated c.m. polar
maps directly comparable with the experiment, some broad-
ening effect needs to be included, and, similarly to Refs. 45,
48, 58, and 59, this is done by assuming a spread in the
products’ center of mass ~c.m.! recoil velocity of Gaussian
shape. The final expression for the c.m. angle-velocity distri-
bution is given by
P~w ,u!5 (
k51
n S d2sdv D kNk expF2S
w2wk
Dwk
D 2G , ~1!
where the sum extends to all the final v8, j8 states which are
energetically accessible. The experimental uncertainty in w
is modelled with a Gaussian distribution centered in every
case at wk , the recoil velocity associated with the internal
state k , and with a width Dwk . The Nk are the normalization
constants of the Gaussian profiles. The FWHM, given by
2~ln 2!1/2Dwk /wk , was 10% in all the cases, which corre-
sponds to 20% of uncertainty in the c.m. energy of the DF
product.
The simulation of the laboratory ~LAB! time-of-flight
~TOF! spectra of scattered DF and HF molecules is carried
out by transforming the theoretical c.m. v8, j8 DCS into the
LAB system.60 The signal at a given time t and LAB angle
Q can be cast as:J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractI~ t;Q!5(
j
P~ j !E d3rE E dv1dv2 f ~v1!
3 f ~v2!n1~r!n2~r!vr
3(
p
S d2sdv D p (q51,2
vpq
2
wp
2ucos jpqu
tpq
L
3H@ tpq2~ t02d!#H@~ t01d!2tpq# . ~2!
The procedure, similar to those of Refs. 61 and 62, consists
on a Monte Carlo sampling of the reagents’ beam velocities,
v1 and v2 , with distributions f (v1) and f (v2), and spatial
beam densities n1(r) and n2(r), where the position vector r
refers to a point into the scattering volume defined by the
beam divergences and the geometry of the experiment.21,22 In
this equation, vr is the relative velocity, vpq and wp are the
LAB and c.m. velocities of the HF ~DF! product, respec-
tively, and jpq is the angle between vpq and wp . The sum in
p extends to all the final vibrorotational v8, j8 states energeti-
cally accessible. The sum running in q51, 2 takes into ac-
count that for a given quantum state of the products there
might be, at a given Q , fast and slow products in the LAB
system ~which will be labeled as 1 and 2, respectively!. The
factor t pq /L51/vpq accounts for the number density
detection,60 where tpq is the time of flight of the products
formed in the p state before ionization and L the flight
length. The Heaviside step functions, H(x) ~equal to 1 if
x.0 and equal to 0 if x,0!, are used to indicate that only
those times tpq within the interval (t02d ,t01d), where
2d58ms/channel ~the counting time resolution!21 are in-
cluded. The final time t is the sum of t0 , the neutral HF ~DF!
time of flight, t i , the ion time of flight inside the mass spec-
trometer, and tHD(r,v2) the time needed by the HD mol-
ecules to reach the scattering volume from the random chop-
per. The experimental parameters for the simulation were
directly taken from Refs. 21 and 22 and a flight length L of
33 cm was used.63
The LAB angular distributions ~AD! are simulated in a
similar way by integrating in either the velocity or time
space. In the former case, the signal at an angle Q can be
expressed as
S~Q!5(
j
P~ j ! E d3rE E dv1 dv2
3 f ~v1! f ~v2!n1~r!n2~r!vr
3(
p
S d2sdv D p (q51,2
vpq
wp
2ucos jpqu
, ~3!
where all the variables are as in Eq. ~2!.
In the two cases @Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#, the angular resolution
of the detector ~1.25°) is also taken into account. All the
simulations of the LAB and c.m. experimental results for the
F1HD reaction22 are made by appropriately weighting on
the initial rotational quantum number j of the HD reagent,
indicated in Eqs. ~2! and ~3! as the sum on j , where P( j) are
the corresponding weights taken as 0.90 and 0.10 for j50
and j51, respectively, according to Ref. 22., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9251Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedTABLE I. Comparison of QCT integral cross sections sR(Å2) for the production of DF(v8) at the collision
energies of 58.6, 85.9 and 148 meV. Values in parentheses are the branching ratios defined as
sR(v8)/sR(v853).
ET558.6 meV
Surface v851 v852 v853 v854 all v8
SW ( j50) ••• 0.12 ~0.32! 0.38 ~1.0! 0.42 ~1.11! 0.92
SW ( j51) 0.003~0.006! 0.29 ~0.56! 0.52 ~1.0! 0.36 ~0.69! 1.17
ET585.9 meV
Surface v851 v852 v853 v854 all v8
6SEC ( j50) ••• 0.21 ~0.34! 0.63 ~1.0! 0.75 ~1.19! 1.59
T-S ( j50) ••• 0.64 ~0.40! 1.59 ~1.0! 1.25 ~0.79! 3.48
SW ( j50) 0.004 ~0.004! 0.53 ~0.52! 1.02 ~1.0! 0.81 ~0.79! 2.36
SW ( j51) 0.034 ~0.003! 0.64 ~0.59! 1.08 ~1.0! 0.71 ~0.66! 2.46
SW ~thermal! 0.007 ~0.007! 0.54 ~0.52! 1.03 ~1.0! 0.80 ~0.78! 2.38
Experiment ~0.02! ~0.40! ~1.0! ~0.48!
ET5148 meV
Surface v851 v852 v853 v854 all v8
SW ( j50) 0.45 ~0.24! 1.58 ~0.83! 1.91 ~1.0! 0.53 ~0.28! 4.47
SW ( j51) 0.22 ~0.14! 1.18 ~0.78! 1.52 ~1.0! 0.71 ~0.47! 3.63III. RESULTS
Tables I and II summarize the calculated vibrationally
resolved and total integral cross sections on the SW PES for
the two isotopic channels of the reaction, DF1H and HF1D,
respectively, at three collision energies and initial rotational
quantum numbers j50 and j51. For comparison purposes,
the sR(v8) obtained at 85.9 meV of collision energy and
initial rotational quantum number j50 on the T-S26 and
6SEC PES,30 that have been calculated in this work, are also
presented. None of these values are corrected for the fact that
there are two competing potential surfaces that correlate with
the ground state reagents ~although only one of these states
correlates with the products’ electronic ground state!. The
present calculations, purely adiabatic, ignore absolutely theJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracexistence of this upper PES and no multisurface factor is
included ~see Ref. 48 and references therein!.
The comparison with the results obtained on other PES
at initial j50 and ET585.9 meV shows that, overall, the
absolute values of the total integral cross sections calculated
on the SW PES are in between those obtained previously for
this reaction on the T-S, M5, 5SEC34 and 6SEC PES.
From Tables I and II it can be seen that, at the collision
energies and initial j studied in this work, the DF yield is
always greater than the one for HF in the calculations on the
SW PES. The isotopic branching ratio, defined as
G5sR~DF!/sR~HF!, increases rapidly with collision energy
in the range here studied for intitial j50, whereas for j51 it
does more slowly. In general terms, it seems that collisionTABLE II. Comparison of QCT integral cross sections sR(Å2) for the production of HF(v8) at the collision
energies of 58.6, 85.9 and 148 meV. Values in parentheses are the branching ratios defined as
sR(v8)/sR(v852).
ET558.6 meV
Surface v850 v851 v852 v853 all v8
SW ( j50) ••• ••• 0.31 ~1.0! 0.21 ~0.68! 0.52
SW ( j51) ••• 0.074 ~0.10! 0.75 ~1.0! 0.35 ~0.47! 1.17
ET585.9 meV
Surface v850 v851 v852 v853 all v8
6SEC ( j50) ••• 0.11 ~0.10! 1.08 ~1.0! 0.79 ~0.73! 1.98
T-S ( j50) ••• 0.15 ~0.17! 0.86 ~1.0! 0.56 ~0.65! 1.57
SW ( j50) ••• 0.15 ~0.22! 0.69 ~1.0! 0.24 ~0.35! 1.08
SW ( j51) ••• 0.38 ~0.30! 1.25 ~1.0! 0.44 ~0.35! 2.07
ET5148 meV
Surface v850 v851 v852 v853 all v8
SW ( j50) 0.01 ~0.02! 0.30 ~0.59! 0.51 ~1.0! 0.16 ~0.31! 0.98
SW ( j51) 0.13 ~0.10! 0.85 ~0.63! 1.36 ~1.0! 0.42 ~0.31! 2.76, No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9252 Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedenergy tends to favor DF formation, whereas rotation of HD
promotes the HF channel. At ET585.9 meV and j50, G is
2.2 on the SW PES, exactly the same as on the T-S PES and
quite close to its value on the M5 PES.34 However, in con-
trast with the other PES, on the 6SEC PES G50.80 ~0.88 on
the 5SEC34!, thus favoring the production of HF molecules.
The role of the collision energy and initial rotational
quantum number j in the total integral cross section for this
reaction on the SW PES is noteworthy. The total cross sec-
tion for the production of DF molecules increases rapidly
with collision energy for initial j50. In contrast, HD rotation
is not efficient in promoting reaction into this channel and, at
the highest collision energy presented in Table I, the absolute
cross section even decreases in going from j50 to j51. The
branching ratios into the different product vibrational states,
defined as sR(v8)/sR(v853) ~shown in parentheses in
Table I!, also change significantly with collision energy. At
low collision energy, v854 seems to be the most favored DF
vibrational state, whereas at the highest collision energy the
absolute cross section into this channel decreases in such a
way that its branching ratio becomes smaller than those for
the production of DF molecules in v853 and v852. The
opposite tendency is followed by DF in v851 and v852.
The addition of one quantum in HD rotation seems to miti-
gate this effect. At the intermediate collision energy and
j50, the cross sections into the DF channel calculated on the
FIG. 1. Comparison of the experimentally deduced ~Ref. 22! c.m. solid
angle differential cross sections resolved into the final vibrational states of
the products for the F1HD!DF1H reaction ~upper panel! and the calcu-
lated with QCT on the SW PES ~lower panel!. The latter are weighted on the
initial rotational quantum number j ~90% in j50 and 10% in j51! accord-
ing to the experimental HD molecule rotational temperature ~Ref. 22!.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractT-S PES are always larger than the ones given by the SW
PES, although the branching ratios are quite similar. On the
other hand, the cross sections calculated on the 6SEC PES
are substantially smaller and the branching ratios indicate a
higher vibrational excitation of the DF product.
The experimental branching ratios,22 only available for
the F1HD!DF1H reaction at ET585.9 meV, are also pre-
sented in Table I. The main discrepancy lies in the yield into
v854 which is overestimated in the QCT calculations on the
SW PES as compared with the experimental results. This
discrepancy extends to the calculations carried out on other
PES ~T-S, 5SEC and 6SEC! with the exception of the M5
PES, where the agreement is noticeable ~see Table I and Ref.
34!.
The role of translation and rotation is reversed in the HF
isotopic channel of the reaction as shown in Table II.
Whereas translational energy is quite unefficient in promot-
ing the reaction leading to HF in the range of collision ener-
gies considered, the cross sections at all the energies increase
considerably when going from j50 to j51. As in the case
of the DF isotopic channel, rotation and, to a lesser extent,
collision energy favor the formation of the HF product in low
FIG. 2. Calculated angle-velocity contour polar map and its 3D perspective
of the F1HD!DF1H reation channel on the SW PES at the indicated
collision energy, corresponding to the mean value of the experiment of Ref.
22 and weighted on initial j as in Fig. 1. The dotted circles represent the
maximum DF recoil velocity at each vibrational state. The separation be-
tween the ticks of the axes is 200 m s21., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9253Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedv8 states. The cross sections from the 6SEC PES, at
ET585.9 meV, are considerably larger than those obtained
on the SW PES, while the ones from the T-S PES are in
between. Both in the T-S and 6SEC surfaces, the branching
FIG. 3. Experimental ~triangles! and simulated ~solid circles and solid line
through the points! laboratory ~LAB! angular distribution for the DF1H
channel of the title reaction at the indicated collision energy. The different
dashed lines correspond to the calculated vibrationally state resolved LAB
angular distributions as indicated in the figure. The simulation is done by
using the QCT calculated differential cross sections on the SW PES and the
adequate c.m. to LAB transformation taking into account the characteristics
of the molecular beam experiments ~see Sec. II!.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.ratios, defined for this channel as sR(v8)/sR(v852) ~see
Table II!, are smaller for v851 and larger for v853 than
those calculated on the SW PES.
The only c.m. differential cross section experimentally
available for this reaction reported in Ref. 22 is for the DF
channel at 85.9 meV ~1.98 kcal/mol! of collision energy.
Product’s time-of-flight spectra at several LAB scattering
angles, as well as the LAB angular distribution, were re-
corded for this isotopic channel at the mentioned energy. By
fitting these primary data, including the proper convolution
with the experimental broadening effects, the vibrationally
resolved c.m. DCS and angle-velocity polar maps could be
deduced.22 The QCT vibrationally resolved DCS for the
F1HD!DF(v8)1H reaction at ET585.9 meV calculated
on the SW PES for the conditions of the experiments of
Neumark et al.22 ~90% of HD in j50 and the remaining
10% in j51! are compared in Fig. 1 to the experimentally
deduced DCS. The overall agreement between experiment
and theory is indeed very good for each of the DF vibrational
states. The worst agreement is obtained for the DF(v853)
and is mainly due to the greater sideways character of the
experimental v853 resolved DCS as compared with the
QCT one. In addition, the QCT v854 resolved DCS is larger
than the experimental one in the c.m. scattering angle range
between 90° and 150°. These discrepancies between theory
and experiment explain the differences observed in the ex-
perimental and calcultated branching ratios into final vibra-
tional states as commented on above. The influence of theFIG. 4. Experimental ~Ref. 22! ~triangles and dashed lines! vs simulated ~solid lines! time-of-flight spectra at the indicated LAB angles. The peaks are labeled
with the corresponding vibrational states of the DF product. The 1/2 subindices are used to distinguish between scattering to the right/left of the relative
velocity, leading to fast/slow DF molecules in the LAB frame.No. 23, 15 June 1995
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
9254 Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedinitial rotation in the DCS for the DF channel is almost neg-
ligible, similarly to what was found for the integral cross
sections. The QCT contribution to the v851 is very small
~see Table I! and, in addition, quite spread in scattering
angles, thus making a negligible contribution per solid angle.
This seems to be in contrast with the v851 DCS experimen-
tally deduced, although the only indication of this DCS
comes from small signals just above the noise level in the
TOF spectra at large LAB scattering angles.
Figure 2 shows the QCT c.m. scattering angle-recoil ve-
locity contour polar map at ET585.9 meV for the F1HD
!DF1H reaction. This map can be directly compared with
the one experimentally deduced ~see Fig. 16 of Ref. 22!. An
inspection of both figures shows that the good agreement
found between QCT and experiment is not limited to the c.m.
angular distributions, but also extends to the recoil velocities
and thus to the product states distribution.
Given the good agreement between QCT results and ex-
perimentally deduced DCS in the c.m., an important question
to be addressed is the capability of the present QCT calcula-
tions to reproduce primary experimental data obtained in the
LAB reference system. This is especially interesting since
for the rest of the collision energies and for the other isotopic
channel, the only available experimental results consist of
LAB angular distributions. The simulation of the LAB angu-
FIG. 5. Top: QCT c.m. differential cross sections for the F1HD
(v50,j50)!DF1H reaction at ET558.6 meV calculated on the SW PES,
resolved into the final v8 states of DF. Bottom: LAB angular distribution at
this collision energy. The triangles correspond to the experimental data from
Ref. 22 and the solid circles and solid line to the theoretical simulation. The
different dashed lines are as in Fig. 3.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractlar distribution for the DF1H isotopic channel of the reac-
tion at 85.9 meV of collision energy is depicted in Fig. 3 and
can be compared with the experimental points. This simula-
tion is made from the QCT vibrorotationally resolved DCS
and includes the geometry of the experiment and all the
sources of broadening exactly as given in Refs. 21 and 22
~see Sec. II for details on the simulation procedure!. There is
a remarkable good agreement between simulation and ex-
periment. The contributions of the different vibrational levels
to the total AD are also shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
the scattering into v854 and v853 are the main contribu-
tions to the experimental peaks at 38° and 50°, respectively.
For this collision energy, not only LAB angular distributions
but also the TOF spectra of the DF product were simulated
for different LAB scattering angles, as shown in Fig. 4,
where they are compared with the experimental results. The
agreement is excellent with only small discrepancies. It
should be stressed that no adjustable parameters are con-
tained in these simulations. This encouraging concordance at
the level of primary data in the LAB reference system, at
least as good as the one obtained in the c.m. frame, makes
possible the extension of the comparison to those results ob-
FIG. 6. Top: QCT c.m. differential cross sections for the F1HD
(v50,j50)!HF1D reaction at ET558.6 meV calculated on the SW PES,
resolved into the final v8 states of HF. Bottom: LAB angular distribution at
this collision energy. The triangles and dashed line correspond to the experi-
mental data from Ref. 22 and the solid circles and solid line to the theoreti-
cal simulation. The centroid angle Qc.m. is indicated with an arrow. The
horizontal double side arrow indicates the confinement of the HF (v853)
product in the LAB system, calculated from the average maximum and
minimum LAB Q angles., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9255Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedFIG. 7. Center-of-mass solid angle differential cross sections for the F1HD
!HF1D reaction, resolved into the final vibrational states, at ET585.9
meV for initial j50 ~top! and j51 ~bottom!, calculated by the QCT method
on the SW PES. Note the strong influence of HD rotation on the DCS for
this isotopic channel.
FIG. 8. Experimental ~triangles and dashed line! and simulated ~solid circles
and solid line! LAB angular distributions for the F1HD!HF1D reaction
at ET585.9 meV. The simulation has been carried out in the same way as for
the DF1H channel of the reaction ~see Fig. 3!. The centroid angle Qc.m. is
indicated with an arrow. The horizontal double side arrow indicates the
confinement of the HF (v853) product in the LAB system, calculated as in
Fig. 6. The simulated data has been scaled to the experimental angular
distribution AD using the results from Q535° to 80° ~see the text for
details!.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractained at other collision energies and for both isotopic chan-
nels.
Figure 5 shows similar calculations carried out at 58.6
meV ~1.35 kcal mol21) for the DF isotopic channel of the
title reaction. The upper panel of this figure portrays the
present theoretical c.m. vibrationally resolved DCSs, which
are similar to those obtained at ET585.9 meV, except for the
fact that the scattering is confined to a narrower range of
backward angles. The simulation of the LAB angular distri-
bution is shown in the lower panel of this figure, together
with the experimental points. The concordance between raw
experimental data and the simulation using QCT DCS results
is again very satisfactory and shows that present calculations
are fully consistent with the existing experimental results. No
TOF spectra were reported at this energy, which precludes a
more stringent test of the theoretical results.
In the case of the F1HD!HF1D reaction, no TOF
spectra were reported at any of the collision energies studied.
Given the low signals obtained for the HF product at most of
the LAB angles, no faithful c.m. DCS could be deduced.22
Figure 6 ~top! presents the QCT vibrationally resolved DCS
at the collision energy of 58.6 meV ~1.35 kcal/mol! for the
formation of HF1D. The scattering is confined into the
backward region and the total DCS is slightly broader than
the one obtained for the DF1H channel. Contrary to what
happens for the DF channel, the influence of HD rotation for
HF formation is decisive, as shown in Table II for the inte-
FIG. 9. Center-of-mass solid angle differential cross sections for the F1HD
!HF1D reaction resolved into the final vibrational states, at ET585.9 meV
for initial j50, calculated by the QCT method on the 6SEC PES ~top! and
on the T-S PES ~bottom!., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9256 Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedgral cross sections. However, when going from j50 to
j51, there are minor changes in the shape of the c.m. DCS
at the collision energy of 58.6 meV ~not shown in the figure!,
except for the emergence of a small contribution of forward
scattering ~about 10% of the magnitude of the backward
peak!. The lower panel of Fig. 6 represents the experimental
and simulated LAB angular distributions at this energy. The
simulation includes the contribution of HD in j51, and the
dependence of the reaction cross section in the range of col-
lision energies spanned by the experiment. The location of
the average centroid angle, Qc.m. , is also indicated in the
figure. The main contribution to the LAB angular distribu-
tion comes from v853, highly confined in the LAB system
as indicated in the figure by the horizontal double side arrow.
In this case, there is a clear disagreement in the location of
the peak in the experimental and simulated AD. Whereas the
experimental peak appears at LAB angles lower than
Qc.m. , unequivocally corresponding to forward scattering in
the c.m. frame, the simulated one corresponds to c.m. back-
ward scattering, into v853 and j850 to j853.
QCT calculations of the DCS at the collision energy of
85.9 meV ~1.98 kcal/mol! for the HF1D channel are shown
in Fig. 7 for initial HD rotation numbers j50 and j51. The
influence of reagent rotation on the DCS is quite striking. In
addition to the above commented effect on the total reactive
FIG. 10. Experimental ~triangles and dashed line! and simulated ~solid
circles and solid line! LAB angular distributions for the F1HD!HF1D
reaction at ET585.9 meV. The simulation has been carried out as in Fig. 8,
using the results calculated on the 6SEC PES ~top! and on the T-S PES
~bottom!. The horizontal double side arrow indicates the confinement of the
HF(v853) product in the LAB system. The simulated data has been scaled
to the experimental AD using the scaling factor obtained in Fig. 8.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracsize, the shapes of the DCS are very different. Backward
scattering is much smaller in the absence of rotation and the
small forward tail at j51 is not present for j50. Similar
effects were also found in the F1D2!DF1D isotopic vari-
ant at the collision energy of 144 meV.48
Figure 8 shows the corresponding experimental and
simulated LAB AD at this collision energy. Also in this case,
most of the features in the AD are due to HF (v853) scat-
tering, which is confined to the range of LAB angles indi-
cated in the figure by the horizontal arrow. The disagreement
between experiment and simulation at this energy is even
more pronounced than at ET558.6 meV. Once again, the
experimental peak corresponds exclusively to c.m. forward
scattering, whereas the simulated one is caused now by HF
(v853) sideways scattered in the c.m. angular range be-
tween 60° and 140° ~see upper panel of Fig. 7!. In view of
this discrepancy, the scaling of the simulated data has been
made by fitting them to the experimental points from
Q535° to 80° @LAB angular range that corresponds to c.m.
backward and sideways HF (v851, 2) scattering# using a
least squares method and taking into account the experimen-
tal base line.
It is clear from what has been commented on above that
FIG. 11. Top: c.m. vibrationally resolved solid angle DCS obtained by
modifying the HF(v853) contribution to the DCS calculated on the SW
PES for j50 at the indicated collision energy. Bottom: Comparison of the
experimental LAB angular distribution ~triangles and dashed line! and the
one simulated ~solid circles and solid line! by using the c.m. DCS portrayed
in the upper panel. The vertical arrow and horizontal double side arrow are
as in Fig. 8. It is apparent that a considerable forward peak in v853 is
required to simulate the experiment. The scaling factor is the same as in
Figs. 8 and 10., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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lated LAB angular distributions are mainly due to the ab-
sence of HF (v853) forward scattering in the c.m. differen-
tial cross sections calculated on the SW PES. One might ask
whether there is an intrinsic inability of QCT calculations to
reproduce this forward peak. The answer is that the presence
of this feature is strictly dependent on the particular PES
used in the QCT calculations. In fact, classical calculations34
for the title reaction on other PES, as the T-S26 or the
5SEC,29 give rise to forward scattering at ET585.9 meV. In
the present work, we have repeated the calculations on the
T-S PES with sensibly better statistics such that the
v853,j8 state resolved DCS could be determined more pre-
cisely and the forward peak could be defined better than in
the previous work.34 In addition, we have carried out calcu-
lations on the more recent semiempirical 6SEC PES at the
indicated collision energy and for initial j50. Figure 9
shows the vibrationally state resolved c.m. DCS for the
F1HD( j50)!HF1D reaction calculated on these PES. In
both cases, there is a substantial amount of forward scatter-
ing in HF (v853) with smaller contribution from HF
(v852). This fact makes these c.m. DCS good candidates
for the simulation of the LAB angular distribution. Figure 10
shows the experimental and simulated AD using the c.m.
DCS calculated on the 6SEC and T-S PES. These simulations
FIG. 12. Center-of-mass solid angle differential cross sections for the
HF1D ~top! and DF1H ~bottom! channels of the title reaction, resolved
into the final vibrational states at ET5148 meV for initial j50, calculated
by the QCT method on the SW PES. Note the appearance of a clear forward
peak and the strong sideways character of the DCS in the HF1D channel.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstracthave been carried out exactly in the same way and using the
same scaling factor as the one on the SW PES and, therefore,
they are directly comparable.
As expected, both simulations yield contributions in the
LAB angular range where the experimental forward scatter-
ing is observed. The experimental peak is somewhat better
accounted for in the simulation on the 6SEC, however, the
overall agreement is indeed very poor. As expected from the
c.m. DCS, the simulated AD from the 6SEC is very broad,
showing a prominent peak at '20° and two shoulders at
'12° and '25°, corresponding to HF (v853) c.m. forward
and backward scattering, respectively. The analysis of the
peak at Q'20° shows that it comes mainly from c.m. HF
(v853) scattering around u'70° with some contribution
from sideways HF (v852) scattering (u'90°). The broad
maximum observed in the simulated AD between
Q540°280° is the backscattering into HF (v852).
The agreement between experimental and simulated AD
from the T-S PES is even worse. The prominent peak at
'20° is also present in the simulation from the T-S PES, but
in this case is mainly due to sideways scattering from HF
(v852). The right shoulder at '25° decays rapidly due to
the absence of c.m. backward scattering. Although the for-
ward peak in the c.m. v8 resolved DCS is larger than in the
6SEC PES, it can be shown that the forward scattering on the
T-S PES is rotationally hotter than in any other surface. This
causes the c.m. forward scattering to shift in the LAB system
towards the centroid angle Qc.m. .
Is it possible to produce a c.m. DCS that could account
FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12 but for initial j51., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9258 Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedfor the experimental LAB AD? From the above discussion it
is clear that the LAB AD gives little, if any, information on
the HF (v851,2) scattering, especially in the c.m. backward
region. It is also clear that a substantial c.m. forward scatter-
ing into v853 is needed to reproduce the experimental LAB
AD. Taking into account all the clues obtained from the
simulations just presented ~Figs. 8 and 10!, we have gener-
ated c.m. rovibrationally state resolved DCS for the title re-
action just by changing the original HF (v853,j850,1,2,3)
DCSs, obtained on the SW PES, by DCSs with a forward
peak, chosen somewhat arbitrarily to match the experimental
peak in the LAB AD. The resulting v8 resolved DCS are
depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 11. The lower panel of
Fig. 11 shows the experimental and simulated LAB AD us-
ing the same scaling factor as in Fig. 8. It is clear that in
order to reproduce the experimental features, part of the side-
ways HF (v853) scattering of Fig. 7~a! has to shift towards
low scattering angles, giving rise to a considerable forward
peak.
In the case of the F1H2 reaction, QCT calculations on
the SW PES yielded HF (v853) forward scattering coming
from H2( j50) when the collision energy was increased
from 78.9 to 148 meV. The forward contribution to the DCS
increased substantially when going from j50 to j51 at a
given collision energy. In any case, the magnitude of the
resulting QCT forward scattering for F1n-H2 ~25% in j50
and 75% in j51! was always smaller than the one deduced
FIG. 14. Reaction probability as a function of impact parameter ~opacity
function! for the F1HD(v50,j50) reaction at the indicated collision en-
ergies. ~a! HF1D channel. ~b! DF1H channel.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractexperimentally.21,45 It seems therefore interesting to extend
this study to higher collision energies even if there is no
experimental information available.
Figure 12 portrays the c.m. DCS for the HF1D and
DF1H channels of the title reaction at 148 meV and initial
HD( j50). The evolution of the HF DCS with collision en-
ergy is quite remarkable. At this energy, most of the scatter-
ing has become sideways with a small forward contribution,
whereas the backward scattering has been severely depleted.
In contrast, the DF DCS have experienced relatively small
changes with respect to the ones at the lower energies. The
DCS have become more sideways and therefore broader, es-
pecially for v853 and v854.
Similarly to what happened at lower collision energies,
HD initial rotation affects the two channels in a very differ-
ent way, as can be seen in Fig. 13. Except for the fact that
some backward v853 and v854 scattering is recovered
when j51, the DCS for the DF1H channel coming from
j50 and j51 are quite similar. On the contrary, the v8
resolved DCS for the HF1D channel from initial HD
( j51) has a greater forward peak and the backward scatter-
ing grows dramatically.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results of the previous section demonstrate a very
different dynamical behaviour of the two isotopic channels
FIG. 15. Contour plot of the SW PES in R ,g coordinates ~see the top part of
the figure for a definition! at a fixed HD internuclear distance of 0.762 Å
~the value at the collinear saddle point!. Contour labels are in eV. Two
typical trajectories are represented: a nonmigratory trajectory labeled A ~the
F atom reacts with the end of the molecule which is initially attacked! and a
migratory trajectory labeled B ~the F atom attacks one of the ends of the
molecule reacting with the opposite one!. The last one is a typical forward
peak trajectory at the collision energy of 148 meV., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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9259Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedof the F1HD reaction. This is manifest in the integral and
differential cross sections and in the influence of the initial
rotational angular momentum and translational energy.
In order to gain more insight into the dynamics of this
reaction, we have calculated the reaction probability as a
function of the impact parameter, i.e., the opacity function
P(b), at the three collision energies here studied. Figure 14
shows the results for the two channels and initial j50. The
evolution of the opacity functions with the collision energy
corresponding to the reaction yielding HF ~upper panel! is in
strong contrast with that for DF ~lower panel!. For the DF
reaction channel, the shape of the opacity functions changes
slightly with the collision energy. It is clear that the increase
in sR~ET) is caused both by the increase of reaction prob-
ability at low b as well as by the participation of larger
impact parameters. This is in strong disparity with the opac-
ity functions corresponding to the HF1D channel, where the
reaction probability decreases rapidly at low impact param-
eters as ET increases. This produces a clear maximum in
P(b), that shifts towards higher impact parameters as the
collision energy increases. This disappearance of the HF re-
action at low b explains why the backward scattering is so
drastically depleted as ET increases in this range of energies
and for initial j50.
The next step is then to try to explain all these dynamical
results in terms of the features of the potential energy surface
and by the analysis of individual trajectories. Among the
possible representations of the PES, the contour plot in the
FIG. 16. Opacity functions for the DF1H channel at the indicated collision
energies, resolved in the contributions of migrating and nonmigrating tra-
jectories.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractR2g coordinate system has been widely used.36,64,65 Figure
15 depicts this kind of plot for the SW PES and for a HD
distance fixed at the value of the collinear saddle point
(r50.762 Å). Here R is the distance between the F atom
and the center of mass of the HD molecule and g is the angle
between R and the internuclear HD axis r ~see insert in Fig.
15!. Two caveats should be made about this representation;
first, the HD distance is actually not frozen and the potential
is changing as the collision proceeds; second, the Jacobi co-
ordinates for the entrance channel, R , r and g , are of little
help in visualizing the exit reactive channel. Nevertheless, at
the collision energies studied in this work, the vibration of
the HD molecule is fast compared with the F–HD relative
motion and, therefore, at sufficiently large distances, the F
atom practically sees the HD molecule at rest. Thus, this
respresentation provides a good frame for understanding the
evolution of the collisions in the entrance channel.
The fact that the center of mass of the HD molecule is
closer to the D atom implies that the collisions of fluorine
atoms with the H end of the molecule take place at R dis-
tances larger than those with the D end. This also causes the
cone of acceptance64 for the reaction with D to be broader
than that with H. The PES is quite attractive with two wells
in the location of the two atoms and separated by a repulsive
wall ~that corresponds to sideways attack!. On the other
hand, the barrier is maximum for collinear approach,
FIG. 17. Center-of-mass solid angle differential cross sections for the
F1HD(v50,j50)!HF1D reaction at ET5148 meV, calculated by the
QCT method on the SW PES. The dashed lines represent the contribution to
the DCS from migrating and nonmigrating trajectories. ~b! Opacity function
at the same collision energy., No. 23, 15 June 1995
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key feature for the interpretation of the classical results lies
on the strong orienting character of this PES. Trajectories
attacking either end of the molecule at large distances tend to
be oriented towards the opposite side, as it can be seen from
the gradient of the potential with g , ]V/]g , that acts as an
orientation torque ~see the potential contour curves of Fig.
15!. Due to the mass asymmetry, this effect is more pro-
nounced for the H side of the molecule.
In a previous work, it was proved that the initial angle of
attack, g0 , plays a decisive role on the dynamics of the
F1H2 reaction at zero impact parameter, b50.36 Trajecto-
ries were classified in two groups, ‘‘migratory’’ and ‘‘nonmi-
gatory.’’ In the first instance, the fluorine atom reacts with the
end of the molecule opposite to the one initially attacked,
whereas in the second case reaction takes place with the
atom initially attacked. The analysis of individual trajectories
in the present work shows that, as long as there is no HD
rotation, and since the kinematic orientation due to the or-
bital angular momentum is small, this classification can be
also used for bÞ0. Figure 15 depicts two typical trajectories
one yielding HF via a migration mechanism, and the other
one DF through a nonmigration mechanism.
As a general rule, at low collision energies, trajectories
attacking the H side are pulled towards the D side and those
attacking the D end tend to be sent to the H side. Since the
torque is larger in the H end, this effect is more pronounced
FIG. 18. Opacity functions for the F1HD(v50,j51) reaction at the indi-
cated collision energies. ~a! HF1D channel. ~b! DF1H channel.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.for those trajectories in which the atom approaches the mol-
ecule at angles between 90° and 180° ~see Fig. 15!. In fact,
it can be shown that at collision energies below 100 meV and
for rotationless HD, all the trajectories yielding HF attack
initially the D end and therefore are of the migrating type.
Both mechanisms, however, participate in the reaction pro-
ducing DF. At energies below 150 meV, migrating trajecto-
ries are predominant, especially for high impact parameters.
An increase of the collision energy causes an increase in the
energy along R ~i.e., the radial energy! and therefore the
orienting torque becomes less decisive. Thus contribution
from nonmigratory trajectories becomes more important. On
the other hand, at a given energy, the migration mechanism
predominates for large impact parameters that implies a
lower radial energy. This can be seen in Fig. 16 where the
opacity functions P(b) for DF formation at two energies are
resolved into their migratory (g0.90°) and nonmigratory
(g0,90°) contributions.
This also serves to explain why there is a depletion of
scattering into the HF channel from low impact parameters
~and consequently appearing at high scattering angles! as the
collision energy increases ~see Fig. 14!. Trajectories with low
impact parameter that at lower collision energies migrated
from the D end to react with the H atom can now give rise to
reaction with the D atom via a nonmigrating mechanism.
Since the orienting torque is much more important in the H
side, this decrease is not compensated by a growth of direct
~nonmigrating! trajectories.
The overall behavior of the isotopic branching ratio with
the energy is now clearer. Immediately after the threshold,
the collision energy favors the DF formation from rotation-
less HD. As the collision energy increases, both migrating
and especially nonmigrating trajectories leading to DF in-
crease. In the HF channel, however, migrating trajectories
decrease ~selectively for low b! whereas the increase in non-
migrating ones is very slow ~at least up to 250 meV!.
The analysis of trajectories leading to HF at ET5148
meV illustrates the above comments. Figure 17 shows the
differential cross section ~upper panel! and the opacity func-
tion ~lower panel! resolved into the contributions of the two
types of trajectories. The sideways and forward scattering,
associated with large impact parameters (b.0.6 Å), come
from migrating trajectories. Interestingly, there is no scatter-
ing due to migrating trajectories with b,0.6 Å. For this
low range of b and g,90° all trajectories produce DF. On
the other hand, nonmigrating trajectories that account for the
reaction at low impact parameters ~and correspondingly
backward scattered HF! makes only a small contribution.
Special mention deserves the forward scattering. From
the results obtained here, a series of characteristics are found
to be common to the majority of the trajectories leading to
HF in the forward direction, i.e., to the conspicuous forward
peak. The main requisite is a large impact parameter that
implies a very low radial energy. In addition, these trajecto-
ries only explore the region of the PES around the outer part
of the attractive well of the H side, without hitting the inner
repulsive wall, corresponding to a typical stripping mecha-
nism. An example of such a trajectory is presented in Fig. 15
~trajectory B!. Given the low radial energy at small R char-No. 23, 15 June 1995
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tremely sensitive to the details of the PES. At low collision
energies, the minimum value of the impact parameter neces-
sary to obtain forward scattering might give a radial energy
too small to allow the passage of the barrier. As the collision
energy increases, the maximum impact parameter leading to
reaction may become large enough to produce forward scat-
tering. For a given b and ET , the centrifugal barrier is al-
ways larger for DF formation ~which implies shorter R val-
ues!. As a consequence, the appearance of forward scattered
DF is less likely than that of HF. In fact, for the ET values of
the present work, no DF forward scattering is obtained.
Rotation of the HD molecule diminishes to a great extent
the orienting effect of the surface. In fact, rotation is added to
the torque exerted by the F atom approaching the HD mol-
ecule and can compensate the possible lack of radial energy
to overcome the barrier. When HD rotates, the initial angle of
attack and, thus, the classification of trajectories into migra-
tory and nonmigratory loses its meaning, since the rotation
changes g several times before the F atom hits either end of
the molecule. Figure 18 shows the effect of the rotation on
the opacity functions for the two channels of the reaction. In
the case of the HF product, the initial rotation of HD has a
great effect on the reactivity ~compare Figs. 14 and 18!. This
effect is twofold: On the one hand, the reaction probability at
low impact parameters is dramatically enhanced when the
rotation increases from HD ( j50) to HD ( j51), on the
other hand, the range of impact parameters for which reac-
tion is possible is significantly enlarged. The observed in-
crease in the DCS forward peak is a consequence of the
availability of larger impact parameters. The influence of HD
rotation is smaller in the DF1H output channel. In this chan-
nel, the range of impact parameters leading to reaction is also
enlarged, although not so much as for the HF1D channel,
but part of the reactivity at low impact parameters is lost.
Given the enormous influence of rotation in both the
integral and differential cross sections, particularly in the
HF1D channel, the method chosen for the initial pseudo-
quantization in the QCT calculations can be of great impor-
tance. Throughout this work, the square of the classical ro-
tational angular momentum of the molecule has been
equated to j( j11). The use of the semiclassical
quantization66,67 ( j1 12)2, thus adding a ‘‘residual’’ rotation
for j50, would make a substantial difference in the out-
come. The difference between the two quantization schemes
becomes unimportant for j>1.
The present study demonstrates the key role played by
noncollinear collisions on the reactivity of this system and
shows the inadequacy of drawing conclusions from the col-
linear calculations and models that were so popular in the
early days of reaction dynamics.
One of the most important conclusions obtained from
this and previous works34 is that whereas the shape of the
DCS for the DF channel is similar, very different DCS are
obtained for the production of HF on the most currently used
PES. Specifically, as shown in Figs. 7 and 9 and Ref. 34, at
ET585.9 meV, all the four surfaces, M5, T-S, 5-SEC ~6-
SEC! and SW, give rise to very contradictory results. There-
fore, even from a pure classical point of view, the scatteringJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
Downloaded 19 Apr 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstractinto this isotopic channel strongly depends on the topological
details of the surface more than in any other isotopic variant
of the F1H2 reaction.
In addition, the forward peak appears not necessarily as
a pure quantum mechanical effect and its existence and mag-
nitude depend rather on the particular PES, on ET and on j .
The comparison of QCT and QM DCS on the 6SEC PES35
for the F1H2 reaction suggests, however, that the classical
forward peak can be greatly enhanced in quantum mechani-
cal calculations, especially for j50. The high total angular
momentum values, J , and low radial energies associated
with the forward peak might give rise to interferences and
resonances that can explain this enhancement. Thus for
F1HD!HF1D reaction, it is likely that accurate QM cal-
culations on the SW PES might yield a DCS more similar to
the one of Fig. 11 ~ i.e., the one needed to reproduce the LAB
angular distribution! than the classical result.
On the other hand, based upon past experience with the
other isotopic variants, the most important discrepancies be-
tween QCT and QM results are expected to be found for the
title reaction in the forward scattering coming from j50.
Therefore, of all isotopic variants, the HF formation from
F1HD is the one where QM effects are expected to be more
pronounced.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Quasiclassical trajectory calculations have been carried
out for the reaction F1HD on an ab initio potential energy
surface at the collision energies and initial rotational num-
bers of the HD molecule necessary to simulate the experi-
ments of Neumark et al.22
The reactivity into the two channels has been carefully
studied and compared with the experimental results of Ref.
22, not only in terms of center of mass ~c.m.! differential
cross sections ~DCS!, but also by the simulation of LAB
angular distributions and TOF spectra using the data ob-
tained in the present calculations.
For the DF formation, the accordance obtained between
the experimentally deduced vibrationally resolved DCS and
angle-velocity polar map and those obtained in the present
theoretical calculations is excellent. This agreement is even
better when the comparison is made between the raw LAB
experimental data and their simulations using present QCT
results.
In the case of the HF1D reaction channel, there are
clear discrepancies between the experimental results avail-
able, which consist only of LAB angular distributions, and
the theoretical simulations. A close examination of these dis-
crepancies indicates that, in order to reproduce the experi-
mental LAB angular distributions, a large forward peak is
needed while the QCT results on the ab initio SW PES yield
none or little forward scattering at this energy. It is expected
that full QM calculations will yield more forward scattering
and a better agreement with experiment.
It has been found that the orienting character of the PES
plays a major role in the dynamics of this reaction. For ro-
tationless reagents and low collision energies, the surface
tends to promote a migratory mechanism; that is, reaction
with the opposite end of the molecule that is initially at-, No. 23, 15 June 1995
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
9262 Aoiz et al.: F1HD!DF(HF)1H(D) reaction revisitedtacked. Rotation of the HD molecule has an enormous influ-
ence, especially in the outcome of the HF channel. All this
proves that noncollinear collisions are crucial for the reactiv-
ity of this system and that a simple analysis in terms of
collinear collisions might be misleading.
The discrepancy between the present calculations and
the measurements are likely to be due to an insufficiency of
classical mechanics, although inaccuracies in the PES or in
the experimental data cannot be ruled out completely. All
these possibilities deserve a deeper study and should stimu-
late further work both experimental and theoretical.
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